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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

Ibero-America's 'agricultural vocation'
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solution to the debt crisis lies in these

produce agricultural technology and

family working it.
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other capital-goods requirements for

cluded a commitment to a new agrar

"agricultural vocations." After all,

mechanization of the countryside?

ian reform, Lleras has begun to pon

certain leaders argue, Colombia's main

Because the very forms of land own

tificate anew, demanding that the re

export products are coffee, bananas,
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form be carried out along the policy

modem technology: either the mini

guidelines of the Malthusian Club of

and flowers.
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Growers Society (SAC) has just writ
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since resources are limited but the

ten a study on the future of the agri
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population is still growing, the crite

cultural sector which notes that "with

tle raising.

rion for agrarian reform must not be to

The

oligarchical

Rome. These guidelines insist that

an increased devaluation rate, we will

According to the Association of

produce more, but "to-generate more

see slight increases in agricultural ex

Agricultural Machine Importers (Ad

jobs," the more labor intensive the
better.

28,000
10

ports this year, especially coffee, ba

imagro), Colombia has some
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tractors. The life of each tractor is

SAC report asserts implicitly that it is

years, which means that to replace the

in a return to agriculture coupled with

tractors which with time become ob

try, OPSA, is reformulating its pro

accelerated devaluation of the peso that

solete. it is necessary to annually im
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the problem of flagging foreign e�
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change reserves can be dealt with

2.800 new tractors.

supposition that population growth can

This practice was in fact main
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tained until the

International Monetary Fund.
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Michelsen,

It is no coincidence that the plan
ning office of the Agricultural Minis

under

be made to fall to zero. The reality is
that by shrinking food production,

whose

OPSA will in fact foster the outright

administration tractor imports fell to

starvation required to realize the Club

continent are beginning to think that a

an average of

of Rome's genocidal "predictions."

return to agriculture is the only option

year imports have virtually come to a

Recent Central Bank statistics in

in the face of the failure of the con

standstill, thanks to the import reduc

dicating that the population of Bogota

Even some honest leaders on the

1,000 per year. This

30% less meat in the first three
1984 suggest that the rec

sumer-goods industrialization model

tion policy imposed by former Fi

ate

of the U.N. Economic Commission

nance Minister Gutierrez Castro's se

months of

on Latin America (ECLA). However,

cret agreement with the IMP.

ommendations of the IMP and the Club

a return to the "agricultural vocation"

According to Adimagro, Colom

defined by the IMF and World Bank

bia has at least four million hectares

can only guarantee more hunger.

which should be utilizing

20,000-

of Rome are indeed working.
Betancur's pledge of a new agrar
ian reform nonetheless opens the way

The SAC document admits that this

25,000 new tractors a year in order to
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match the mechanization levels of

ent with the continent's economic in
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themselves not optimal.
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for establishing new criteria consist
efforts.

The state-owned

quirements the country could surely

On the other hand, the "agrarian

ico's northwest and the huge private

produce. Why doesn't it? The expla

reform" applied by former President

capital-intensive ranches of Califor

nation lies with the decades'-Iong ap-
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